ABSTRACT

Major depressive disorder is a debilitating disease affecting 264 million people worldwide. While many antidepressant medications are available, few clinical guidelines support choosing among them. Decision support tools (DSTs) embodying machine learning models may help improve the treatment selection process, but often fail in clinical practice due to poor system integration.

We use an iterative, co-design process to investigate clinicians’ perceptions of using DSTs in antidepressant treatment decisions. We identify ways in which DSTs need to engage with the healthcare sociotechnical system, including clinical processes, patient preferences, resource constraints, and domain knowledge. Our results suggest that clinical DSTs should be designed as multi-user systems that support patient-provider collaboration and offer on-demand explanations that address discrepancies between predictions and current standards of care. Through this work, we demonstrate how current trends in explainable AI may be inappropriate for clinical environments and consider paths towards designing these tools for real-world medical systems.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Human-centered computing → User centered design; Applied computing → Health care information systems; Information systems → Decision support systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) offer opportunities to uncover complex data patterns. In medicine, the integration of AI tools could lead to a substantial paradigm shift in which human-AI collaboration becomes integrated in medical decision-making. Such AI-powered decision support tools (DSTs) may support many clinical practices, including diagnosing illnesses, selecting the optimal treatment for a patient, and predicting disease trajectories [72]. While the promise of AI in medicine is alluring, the use of these systems in healthcare has been discussed for decades, and yet few of these tools have resulted in successful implementation and use in clinical practice [41].

One area of healthcare that researchers have expected to benefit from the implementation of DSTs, but has yet to adopt such technological support, is major depressive disorder (MDD). Antidepressant medications are a common form of treatment for MDD, but selecting an effective treatment for a patient is a complex task. The majority of mental health care is initiated in primary care settings, yet the extent of training primary care providers (PCP) receive in managing MDD can vary widely [63, 69], and contemporary treatment guidelines provide little support in choosing among them [31]. Limited guidelines as well as heterogeneity in patients’ symptoms and in patients’ tolerability of antidepressants often results in using trial and error to identify an effective treatment [65].

Currently, an estimated one-third of patients fail to reach remission even after four antidepressant trials [53]. The frequency of ineffective drug trials has resulted in the psychiatry community calling for more information on which treatments will be most effective for an individual patient [58]. In response, we have seen several...
studies focused on creating ML models to support MDD treatment decisions [25, 49, 57].

While ML models for antidepressant treatment selection exist, these systems are rarely integrated into clinical practice due to low user acceptance and a failure to account for user expectations in the system design [19, 33]. Therefore, motivated by Berg’s sociotechnical approach, which highlights the importance of empirical research of healthcare practices in which the technology will be used [6], we consider the social, technical, and organizational issues that must be considered in the design of DSTs for MDD treatment selection.

Using an iterative design process and two qualitative studies with PCPs, our findings raise many challenges to integrating ML-enabled tools into real clinical workflows. We found that intelligent decision support tools will need to seamlessly integrate into clinicians’ time constrained workflows, which typically involve short appointments with patients to understand their symptoms and make treatment decisions. We also found that clinicians’ busy schedules influenced how they thought about trust as it relates to black-box ML models. Conversations revealed that PCPs wanted DSTs that: 1) engage patients in decision-making, 2) connect DST output to existing healthcare system processes, 3) do not require making decisions of trust at every interaction, and 4) compare and contrast DST output with existing standards of care.

Based on these findings, we discuss how using a sociotechnical lens challenges current trends in the design of explainable AI. We highlight the need to design DSTs as multi-user systems that facilitate patient-provider-AI collaboration. Further, our work reveals issues with using explanations that encourage users to make determinations of trust for each prediction. We recommend that for time-constrained medical environments, we shift from designing explanations for every decision to on-demand explanations that contrast AI recommendations with current standards of care.

While we have seen many recent advances related to the use of HCI methods for designing AI tools, we have seen few studies that discuss what it will take to make these tools work within complex sociotechnical systems. Our contributions include the following:

1. We use an iterative design process to create a prototype of an MDD decision support tool that integrates both patient-level prognostic predictions and treatment selection support.
2. Based on primary care providers’ feedback, we present the important facets of the healthcare sociotechnical system that must be considered in the design and development of machine learning tools for real-world clinical care.
3. We discuss how using a sociotechnical lens presents new opportunities and challenges for both HCI and ML research.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Co-designing AI Systems

In recent years, we have seen increased interest in embedding AI tools in a variety of contexts, such as the justice system [2, 62], the U.S. child welfare system [54], and medicine [22, 59, 68]. Past studies have identified a number of problems with implementing existing models into real-world workflows. One issue is that recent AI work has focused on improving the accuracy of the model, rather than the needs of the intended user [56], and improving model accuracy does not always correlate with overall performance once implemented in the real-world [4, 5]. In the context of antidepressant treatment selection, Jacobs et al. found in a factorial experiment that AI recommendations did not improve treatment selection accuracy, highlighting the need for research that engages directly with clinicians to create tools that are interpretable and useful [29].

In the past few years, we have seen an upswing in CHI research that uses co-design methods to consider the real-world challenges, beyond accuracy, that must be considered in the design and development of these tools. HCI research has helped to advance the field of explainable AI, examining how people interact with AI tools and designing tools to help end-users understand the inner workings of machine learning models [3, 8, 10, 24, 46, 73]. We have also seen an increased use of co-design activities that give end-users a greater voice in how these systems should function [9, 36, 64, 71]. This research has revealed the importance of context in determining if and when end-users want computational assistance.

We assert that another problem is the lack of context awareness of the broader sociotechnical systems in which these tools are being embedded. In a recent paper, Selbst et al. discuss how a failure to use a sociotechnical lens can lead ML tools to be ineffective [56]. Beede et al. also recently showed how environmental factors in a clinical setting influenced the usability of a deep learning system [5]. Sociotechnical approaches have been important in healthcare for understanding how new technologies may be effectively integrated into the social processes that make up healthcare work [7]. Here we use clinical perspectives to consider the broader sociotechnical context that will be necessary to consider when creating AI systems for real-world use.

2.2 Clinical Decision Support Tools: Healthcare System Integration

Decision support tools are computational systems created to facilitate medical decision-making [47]. These tools can be designed to provide a range of outputs, including treatment recommendations, prognosis predictions, and patient diagnoses [72]. Clinical DSTs have long attracted researchers due to their ability to perform tasks that exceed human capabilities, such as extracting information and patterns from large amounts of data. These data-driven tools offer the opportunity to improve health outcomes and reduce human errors in the decision-making process [41].

Despite many years of enthusiasm towards these technologies [41, 47], the vast majority of these tools fail once they are deployed in real-world health systems. Notably, DSTs are typically not abandoned due to poor performance, but rather due to failures in accounting for the complexity of the healthcare sociotechnical system [51]. Researchers have found that poor workflow integration, low context awareness, and a failure to incorporate clinicians’ expectations have led to low user acceptance of DSTs [33, 41, 51, 60]. Several papers have discussed the relationship between poor DST integration and low user acceptance. For example, studies in medical informatics found that when DST alerts arise at inopportune times (from clinicians’ vantage), the alerts become ignored or overridden [1, 35, 43]. In response, there have been calls both within and outside of the field of HCI to use CSCW and HCI methods to improve these tools [51, 60, 72].
Within HCI, recent work has helped to establish clinical expectations for DSTs and develop guidelines for improving clinician-AI interactions. For example, Cai et al. found that refinement tools were considered more helpful and easier to use than traditional tools when interacting with image retrieval systems [10]. In another study looking at image retrieval tools, Xie et al. developed a set of design recommendations for supporting clinician exploration and subsequent understanding of AI tools [70]. Finally, Yang et al. designed a DST prototype to facilitate artificial heart implant decisions [71]. Using concepts from unremarkable computing, they aimed to make AI prediction unobtrusive in clinicians’ workflow and found that this integration supported clinicians’ acceptance of the technology. These studies collectively provide insights into how DSTs may be better situated into clinical routines. Through conversations with clinicians we have found that successful DST implementation will also require a broader context awareness. We extend existing literature by identifying other aspects of the healthcare system that must be considered in the creation and deployment of novel DSTs.

2.3 Major Depressive Disorder

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a brain disorder characterized by depressed mood, loss of interest in daily activities, as well as change in associated symptoms such as sleep, energy, eating, concentration, and thoughts of death or suicide. Lifetime prevalence of MDD in the United States is estimated to exceed 15% [32]. Treatments for MDD supported by randomized, controlled trials include antidepressant medications, cognitive-behavioral therapy, and somatic therapies such as transcranial magnetic stimulation and electroconvulsive therapy [18].

Finding an effective antidepressant medication for someone diagnosed with MDD is an important but difficult task. Both mental health specialists and PCPs (including physicians and nurse practitioners) are authorized to write prescriptions. The majority of mental healthcare is provided within primary care settings [69]. However, primary care appointments last an average of only 20 minutes in the United States, and internationally primary care appointments can be as short as a few minutes [28]. Such short encounters are considered insufficient for effective mental health care [27]. Further, the training that PCPs receive on antidepressant treatment selection can be highly variable [63, 69].

To support treatment selection, the Canadian Network for Mood and Anxiety Treatments provides widely followed treatment guidelines for 25 antidepressants, organized as first-, second-, and (a small number of) third-line treatments [31]. First-line treatments are the recommended initial treatment options. If ineffective, the provider may try second- and then third-line treatment, which often have more severe side effects or drug interactions. While these treatment guidelines provide a useful resource, the heterogeneity in patients’ symptoms and tolerability of antidepressants means that identifying an effective treatment for an individual remains a process of trial and error [65].

The trial and error involved in identifying effective treatment for a given individual has prompted calls for more integration of evidence-based medicine in the treatment of mental health disorders [40, 48, 58]. Current state of the art models provide prognostic predictions and support treatment selection [25, 49]. A number of questions must be answered before implementing these models, particularly regarding clinician expectations and system integration. To support the future integration of DSTs into primary care, we seek to better understand PCP’s support needs and expectations for how DSTs will function in the healthcare system.

3 USER STUDY 1: NEEDS ELICITATION

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants and Recruitment. We worked with primary care physicians who currently prescribe antidepressant treatments. We recruited participants at a large academic medical center. We sent information about the study to an email list of primary care providers (including physicians, nurse practitioners, and residents). We provided each participant with a $20 Amazon gift card to thank them for their time.

3.1.2 Study Design. This study was approved by the Harvard Institutional Review Board. We used semi-structured interviews and focus groups with no more than two participants. Each session lasted 30 minutes due to participants’ busy schedules. We used the first 15 minutes to discuss existing decision-making processes and the second 15 minutes to discuss future state ideas. To drive discussion on current-state processes we used four questions to guide the semi-structured interview: 1) What factors do you consider when selecting an antidepressant? 2) What do you do if you are unsure which antidepressant to select? 3) Where is there room for improvement in this process? 4) Is there any information you wish you had when selecting a treatment for a patient? We also wished to include clinicians in co-design activities to discuss their expectations for future DSTs. As this study was scheduled for March 2020, all study activities were revised and done remotely using Zoom. Prior work has discussed the challenges of running remote design studies [37]. To facilitate future-state ideation, we designed low fidelity prototypes to demonstrate a variety of features and information we could potentially derive based on existing ML research that uses electronic medical record data. The prototypes included the following features.

Patient-level prognostic predictions:

1. Stability score (figure 1A): The probability of continued use of the same medication for at least 3 months [26].
2. Dropout score (figure 1A): The probability of early treatment discontinuation following prescription while staying in the same health system [49].
3. Stability and dropout feature importance (figure 1B): A widely used approach for explaining ML predictions that shows relevant features and their contributions to the prediction [21]. In this context, these features include electronic health record codes that contributed to the stability and dropout predictions.

Treatment selection support:

1. Personalized treatment recommendations (figure 1C): To support treatment selection, we used drug-specific rules based on drug interactions. The rules were curated by two collaborating psychopharmacologists with a mean of 12 years of clinical practice in the United States. Example rules include...
for anxiety favor mirtazapine and for poor concentration favor bupropion. The interface shows personalized treatment recommendations by showing which rules are relevant to a patient based on their electronic medical records. Through these rules, the tool can show which treatments would be favorable or not favorable for a patient, based on their medical history and the drug side effects.

The prototype includes a fabricated patient scenario, as seen in figure 1A. The scenario was vetted by psychopharmacology experts as a reasonable example of a real-world patient. In the user study, we asked participants to reflect on these prototypes by considering which aspects they found helpful or unhelpful, what they would change, and other ideas for how technology may support antidepressant treatment selection.

3.1.3 Data Analysis. All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed. To analyze the data we used a grounded theory approach [13]. The first author open coded the transcripts, comparing and contrasting existing decision-making processes and prototype feedback, and looking for patterns in the dataset. The research team then met to discuss emerging themes and review associated data segments. Using the established themes, the first author re-coded the transcripts and met with team members to discuss new categories as they emerged in subsequent coding iterations and to validate the final themes.

3.2 Findings: Clinical Expectations for ML Decision Support

Ten PCPs volunteered to participate in this study (six physicians, three resident physicians, and one nurse practitioner). Participants had an average of 12.5 years of experience prescribing antidepressants (SD=12.1). Table 1 includes participant details across both of the user studies described in this paper, including participants’ years of experience prescribing antidepressants, and in which of the two studies they participated.

Through the interviews participants affirmed many established treatment selection challenges. Most commonly, participants spoke about their limited familiarity with antidepressant treatments, particularly outside of the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) class, which are the most commonly prescribed antidepressants. Limited knowledge beyond SSRIs can lead to challenges when caring for patients who are not seeing improvements from these treatments. Clinicians also frequently brought up the difficulty they experienced in connecting patients with psychopharmacology when their treatment needs exceeded their care providers’ comfort level. Participants discussed the need for guidance when prescribing second- or third-line treatments, as there are fewer clinical standards. Further, clinicians said that they frequently worked with patients who stopped taking their prescribed medications for a variety of reasons, including stigma, negative side effects, or a lack of drug effectiveness. Based on these challenges, we talked with participants about how they currently make treatment decisions and their vision of data-driven support tools. A key result from these discussions was that effective decision support tools will need to engage with the broader healthcare system, not just an individual healthcare provider. In the remainder of this section, we describe clinicians’ expectations for how DSTs may better engage with the healthcare system in order to support complex treatment decisions.

3.2.1 Include patient preferences. While the primary goal of this project was to address clinicians’ treatment decision challenges, participants saw a clear opportunity to use DSTs to engage patients in the decision-making process. All of the clinicians in this study emphasized that MDD treatment decisions are a collaborative process. Though clinicians wanted to engage patients in treatment conversations, several noted the lack of available information designed for patients. Current informational resources about medications are considered to be either too simple or too complex for patients. Clinicians saw the DST output, particularly regarding personalized treatment recommendations and their associated side effects, as information that could be presented directly to patients in order to involve them in decision-making conversations, thus supporting patient-provider collaboration:

“If I was trying to decide between two meds and I’m talking to a patient... it’s even something that you could potentially show a patient or say, “These are two choices. I think they’re both maybe equally effective. This one may have more of the side effect or something.” – P8

Engaging patients also means providing ways to integrate patient treatment preferences into the interactive system design. Clinicians consistently said that they considered patient preferences. However, such information is not available within an electronic medical record, and therefore not accounted for within current ML models. Clinicians requested a tool for sharing and collaborating with patients, emphasizing the need for an interactive interface:

“Having an option like, patient’s also worried about this and that. You can click on the two major side effects and then based on that, a specific drug will come up.” – P3

Overall, clinicians responded positively to the treatment recommendation feature. They felt such tools could remind them of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Experience (Years)</th>
<th>Study 1 (n=10)</th>
<th>Study 2 (n=8)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Participant details, including years of experience prescribing antidepressants, and in which of the two user studies they participated.
Designing AI for Time-Constrained Medical Decisions

(A) a patient scenario with stability and dropout scores,
(B) stability score feature importance explanation,
(C) personalized treatment recommendations.

Figure 1: Features included in the initial prototype (from top to bottom): (A) a patient scenario with stability and dropout scores, (B) stability score feature importance explanation, (C) personalized treatment recommendations.
treatment side-effects, and promote discussions of drug effects with patients. The emphasis on patient preferences in the treatment selection process motivated the need for interactive tools through which clinicians and patients could change the input variables.

3.2.2 Recommend appropriate clinical processes. Participants frequently commented that DST predictions should be paired with recommendations for appropriate next steps in the clinical workflow, often involving other healthcare providers. Notably, while some participants helped us to connect the ML predictions to existing health system procedures, others found this task difficult. Such difficulties indicate that only displaying the prediction will likely be insufficient:

“I think [patient dropout] is definitely an issue and it is something that I think about. I’m wondering what I would do differently if the score was higher versus lower, and if that would affect decisions or not. I’m also trying to think of what resources we would use or not in different situations.” - P1

In this case, while the participant indicated general interest in the DST recommendations, the conversation did not result in any specific conclusions on how to use the DST output to identify possible next steps. In contrast, some clinicians were able to connect the model output with appropriate and existing healthcare processes. This came up both when discussing patient dropout predictions as well as treatment recommendations. In the context of patient predictions, clinicians shared that DSTs could recommend existing processes for patients at risk of stopping their medication:

“I feel like what that would tell me is, if there is a lower stability and higher dropout that it would be important to then involve more of a care team, rather than just say, why don’t you see me in six weeks for a follow up? I would say, let me have so-and-so in my clinic call you in two weeks.” - P7

“Especially if patients have trouble coming in, it could be longer or oftentimes that second visit is canceled. We do have some practice options for follow up. One of our pharmacists will sometimes do phone follow up and titration of these medications, so you can involve other people.” - P2

In the case of dropout prediction, participants discussed three ways in which PCPs could respond to a high dropout risk prediction: including behavioral therapy with patient counseling in the care plan, lowering the drug titration, and reducing follow-up times. Participants said that these steps could be useful for patients at risk of dropout and use resources and procedures already established within the clinic.

We also found that while some predictions helped clinicians to identify appropriate actions and next steps, other model predictions were viewed less favorably. While clinicians saw value in dropout risk scores, we did not receive such positive feedback regarding stability scores. Unlike the dropout scores, some clinicians did not believe that patient-level stability scores guided them towards any particular interventions or next steps, and some clinicians saw stability scores as potentially harmful for seemingly “stable” patients:

“I don’t know if it would change the initial management because I would see a patient back four to six weeks regardless, but maybe any sequential follow-up appointments I’d feel more comfortable spacing those out a little bit more.” - P6

“I was just kind of thinking through this, how it might change my counseling when I’m prescribing the medication. I’d have to think a little bit more about that because it’s not like if somebody is thought to be stable I’d want them to be suffering at home with side effects and not be reaching out to me.” - P4

As in these examples, clinicians raised important concerns about DST recommendations. Clinicians were interested in knowing when they should follow up sooner for patients who may be at risk of discontinuing treatment, but pointed out that stability scores risk inappropriately indicating that current follow up times could be lengthened, leading to potentially negative consequences for the patient.

Clinicians also discussed expectations for direction and next steps when considering personalized treatment recommendations. Clinicians wanted tools that showed all appropriate treatment options, rather than only showing one at a time:

“Rather than make me feel like there’s no good option it might point me to consider something else. It may or may not be appropriate, but certainly, I would think about it I guess.” - P2

As shown in the above examples, we found that clinicians expected DSTs to integrate with their existing processes and use the DST predictions to show a path forward. By including PCPs in design discussions, we were able to uncover which clinical processes may be most appropriate for various patients and treatment predictions. Clinicians were critical in identifying the connections between DST output and existing healthcare processes. However, these connections were not apparent to all healthcare providers, indicating the decision support tools should explicitly suggest appropriate next steps within the technology design.

3.2.3 Understand healthcare system resource constraints. In the interviews, we were surprised that discussions of trust in the technology were rarely initiated by participants. Probing questions revealed that PCP’s limited time with patients would make in-the-moment determinations of trust nearly impossible. All participants stressed that they have limited time with each patient and must focus on understanding all of the factors that will influence their treatment decision, including the patients’ medical history, symptoms, and treatment preferences.

While participants were interested in using technology to help in their decision-making, they would not have the time in these encounters to determine if they thought a tool was trust-worthy. However, they also noted that new technology introduced into the clinic would require substantial validation through randomized controlled trials, supporting their trust in new tools. Participants said they would use it if other clinicians used it, and would make a one-time decision about if the tool was helpful:

“I think the biggest thing is just getting behind how you validated your data, how you validated your model...
We redesigned the DST prototype to operationalize the guidelines. Therefore, we made the treatment recommendations more interactive. We found through discussions with our clinical collaborators that the dropout prediction was difficult to understand without proper clinical processes. Based on the discussions from the first study, we focused specifically on clinician-facing tools, but plan to look into designing multi-user systems for patient-provider collaboration in the future.

4 PROTOTYPE REDESIGN

We redesigned the DST prototype to operationalize the guidelines established in study 1. Table 2 describes the features we included in the prototype. We first considered ways in which we could better account for patient preferences, as clinicians all described the treatment selection process as a mutual and collaborative decision. Therefore, we made the treatment recommendations more interactive, allowing clinicians to edit which aspects of a patient’s medical history are being used to drive the recommendations. For example, a clinician could select “fatigue” if the patient was experiencing this symptom, and antidepressant treatments that are recommended for treating fatigue (and do not have a negative interaction with other patient symptoms) would appear as favorable. Educating patients about the potential negative side effects of the treatments was also an important aspect of clinicians’ work, as this communication could help in collaborative decision-making and help reduce the risk of the patient discontinuing the treatment. We therefore display this information on hover over all of the rules associated with a treatment. By displaying all of the rules for a drug, both the PCP and patient can better understand the potential effects and ensure that the treatment they select is appropriate for the patient. Given the important role patients play in the treatment selection process, we also acknowledge the importance of creating patient-facing tools to support education and decision-making. For this study, we focused specifically on clinician-facing tools, but plan to look into designing multi-user systems for patient-provider collaboration in the future.

Our second goal was to connect the DST predictions with appropriate clinical processes. Based on the discussions from the first study, in which participants expressed interest in patient dropout scores, we aimed to make this more prominent in the second iteration. We found through discussions with our clinical collaborators that the dropout prediction was difficult to understand without knowing the distribution of predictions across all patients. We included a graph to help visualize this distribution and support further conversation of information needs. We also included next steps PCPs could consider for high dropout risk predictions. As mentioned previously, these steps included lowering the medication titration, scheduling earlier follow up visits with the patient, and making sure patients were set up with additional behavioral therapy.

We also altered the interface for the treatment recommendations. Rather than asking clinicians to search for a specific treatment, we used a matrix design that allows clinicians to compare antidepressants side by side. Participants indicated that such comparisons were important for helping them consider all of the possible treatment options. We selected the matrix design in order to display a large amount of information in a glanceable display. Also, PCPs currently use a publicly available table that includes information about antidepressant treatments. The matrix design mirrored the table format that PCPs currently use, while adding the needed interactivity.

Finally, we aimed to design the prototype to work within the time-constraints of the medical system. We first replaced the feature-importance explanations with information about the model validation process. To view this information, we added a link labeled “dropout is calculated below the dropout prediction.” The link leads to a page that lists the steps used to validate the model. We expect that this page will expand with each validation study, including clinical trial protocols, results, and publications. Clinicians did express interest in how the model was validated and the results of any randomized trials or other validation studies of the technology. By making these details easily findable, our intention was to make this information accessible, while also respecting PCPs’ limited time with patients. We aimed to make validation data available, without distracting from the information most critical to the decision-making process.

5 USER STUDY 2: PROTOTYPE FEEDBACK

5.1 Methods

5.1.1 Participants and recruitment. For this study we again worked with PCPs who currently prescribe antidepressant treatments. To recruit participants we worked with the same academic medical center and used the same recruitment method as with the first user study. We invited both new participants as well as those who participated in the prior study. We provided each participant with a $20 Amazon gift card to thank them for their time.

5.1.2 Study Design. This study was approved by the Harvard Institutional Review Board. Each study session lasted 30 minutes and was conducted remotely using Zoom. During the study session, participants were provided links to the prototype, asked to share their screen, and were able to interact with the prototype freely. After a participant was presented with the link, we asked the following questions in order to guide discussion and feedback:

(1) Imagine this patient is sitting in front of you, how would you make a treatment decision?
(2) What helped you make a decision?
Figure 2: Features included in the prototype redesign (from top to bottom): (A) patient information, (B) dropout score with links to further information about how dropout is defined and validation studies conducted on the tool, (C) interactive personalized treatment recommendations.
Table 2: Summary of changes made to the design of the MDD decision support prototype based on study 1 findings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Include patient preferences</th>
<th>Support patient-provider communication, address missing variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Make treatment recommendations interactive, so that clinicians and patients may edit the input variables based on changes to a patient’s medical history or side effect preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• When hovering over a treatment, show all potential side effects for that antidepressant, in order to foster communication and education of potential medication effects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommend appropriate clinical processes</th>
<th>Show a path forward, provide actionable information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• For patients with a dropout risk prediction in the top quartile, present recommended next steps based on clinicians’ suggestions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Allow for viewing and comparing multiple antidepressant options</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understand system constraints</th>
<th>Do not require determination of trust at every decision point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Refocus from model features to model validation process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Present an overview of all model validation steps in a single screen that is accessible from the main interface, but not combined with patient details</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) Did anything detract from making a decision? Or your confidence in the decision?

(4) If you were going to design this tool for a colleague, what would they need to make a decision? What would you change?

Due to our focus on walking through a decision process that replicates real-world decision-making we worked with experts in clinical psychology and psychopharmacology to create a realistic patient scenario. We presented clinicians with a short summary of essential patient information, including age, gender, relevant comorbidities, and a prior ineffective SSRI trial, as shown in figure 2A.

5.1.3 Data Analysis. Similar to study 1, all sessions were audio recorded and transcribed. To analyze the data, we continued to use a grounded theory approach, [13], first using an iterative inductive analysis to establish themes within the data. As in study 1, the first author open coded the transcripts and identified an initial set of themes. The research team then met to discuss themes and associated data segments, discuss discrepancies, and amend theme definitions. The first author then re-coded the data using the established themes and met with the research team to validate the final set of themes. During this process, we found many similar themes to study 1. Therefore we also ran a deductive coding process [17], using the codes from the first user study in a subsequent analysis to identify thematic overlap, allowing us to assess specific feedback related to the study 1 guidelines.

5.2 Findings

Eight PCPs enrolled in this user study (six physicians, two residents, and one nurse practitioner), four of whom also participated in the first study. Participants in this study had an average of 9.4 years of experience prescribing antidepressants (SD=14.3). While we did not directly ask about the results of study 1, we found that much of the feedback re-emphasized the themes we previously discussed, helping to validate our previous findings and our approach to operationalizing those guidelines. The ability to interact with a high fidelity prototype also led participants to discuss new opportunities and challenges.

5.2.1 Feedback on Study 1 Guidelines. Much of the prototype feedback re-emphasized the lessons we learned in the first user study. Participants discussed ways in which the prototype successfully met their needs and opportunities for the system to further align with their expectations.

Participants positively responded to the ways in which we integrated clinical processes by displaying relevant actions. Participants commented that the recommended steps associated with dropout risk predictions were actionable and aligned with what they typically do for patients when they are concerned about their response to treatment:

“One of the things that is the hardest about depression and anxiety is that patients who have really bad symptoms tend to not follow up or tend to not follow through with therapies just due to the nature of their disease. And so going into a room and already knowing, is there a high chance that this patient may fail on this therapy or may not adhere to this therapy, and going into the room knowing that this is someone who I need to talk to a little bit more or I need to follow up with a little bit more or who I need to schedule really close appointments for. I think that’s probably the biggest help that you can offer.” - P11
In addition to the positive feedback, some participants mentioned opportunities to continue to integrate the DST with existing clinical processes. For example, multiple clinicians discussed the benefit of connecting treatment recommendations with their prescription systems:

“I guess if I were using this in practice, I would probably click to see if prescribing information or something like that came up as a next step.” - P2

Clinicians also responded positively to the ability to edit patient conditions to see how the inclusion or exclusion of various conditions changed treatment recommendations, allowing them to incorporate patient concerns:

“You can sort of click this and it helps to think about if I add poor concentration, if maybe that’s another side effect she’s having and it kind of modifies the medication regimen based off of that and bupropion is still appropriate for that. So I think that toggling conditions is super helpful.” - P11

Clinicians also suggested additional conditions that should be included, such as pregnancy and suicidality, as these will influence their treatment decision. Clinicians also discussed ways in which the prototype could further support patient communication. Participants did respond that the treatment recommendations could facilitate patient counseling, as expressed in study 1. Even further, some clinicians saw an opportunity to use the information from the DST to create educational sources for patients:

“It would be nice if, after you make a selection, like say I click, okay, we’re going to go with bupropion, if there was a patient-friendly educational handout that would just say, we’re starting you on bupropion. As a reminder side effects to expect, side effects that are less common. Just something that I could give the patient so that they remember why we went on this and what might be normal, because a lot of the time I’ll end up writing that down. But if it’s already in here and I can hit print, that might be useful.” - P14

Finally, a goal with this prototype was to allow clinicians to establish trust within the tool while being more mindful of their time constraints. We found that, similar to study 1, discussions of trust were infrequently initiated by participants, but the link to model validation did pique participants’ interest. Interacting with this part of the prototype led to conversations about the types of validations that clinicians would expect to see:

“If you could show that patients have a better response to treatment by use of the algorithm, that would be amazing. If you can show that patients actually are more likely to adhere to treatment, that would be important as well, or that patients are less likely to develop adverse side effects that leads to stopping medications. It would be nice to do a trial with outcomes like that.” - P9

These discussions reemphasized the type of validation methods that would help clinicians’ to establish trust. Overall, we found that participants positively responded to the design concepts, reemphasized the expectations established in the previous study, and discussed ways in which the system could further align with these expectations in subsequent designs. As we discuss in the next section, interacting with the prototype also revealed a new way in which DSTs must engage with the broader healthcare system.

5.2.2 Engaging with Domain Knowledge. While participants responded positively to the overall prototype design, we found that when the recommendations diverged from clinical knowledge or guidelines participants became confused and would often abandon the recommendation. There were two ways in which the prototype differed from clinicians’ expectations. First, the system predicted a high dropout risk for a patient who participants would not typically assume to be high-risk patients:

“To me, when I think of someone who’s a high risk of dropout, it’s like a person with substance abuse or with bipolar disorder. Like, okay, obviously, they’re not going to show up. There’s a high chance they won’t adhere to it. But for this person who seems like a relatively bread and butter, middle-aged, healthy person, the fact that she’s on the higher end of dropout is kind of eye opening to me, and it almost makes me wonder then, who is on the lower end of dropout?” – P7

Surprising predictions, such as this one, led to greater interest in the depression score and how it was calculated. For example, as in the quote below, participants’ next step was to understand what factors were leading to this unexpectedly high dropout prediction:

“And I have to like, look more into this, but the dropout probability, is it because of the side effects that you’re dropping out? Or is it because the medication is not effective.” - P3

Here, we see that when faced with unexpected model output that contrasted with participants’ expectations or mental model, participants found it challenging to identify appropriate next steps. We also found that treatment recommendations at times contrasted with participants’ expectations. Specifically, treatments that were listed as either favorable or neutral included medications that clinicians would not typically prescribe to patients. In some cases, clinicians indicated that seeing a surprising treatment recommendation would give them pause and lead to more reflection about the patient’s case and medication needs:

“So truthfully, I would take a step back because it’s not that common that nortriptyline is a medication I think about as a first or even a second or third line agent, unless they have other conditions that I know [tricyclic antidepressants] can treat. So I would really take a step back and think about the patient’s pain. Do they have really bad migraines, that I think will get significant benefit from the TCAs. It would definitely give me pause if that was the most favorable medication to come up as a suggestion on this.” – P11

The examples we presented in this section describe reactions to scenarios in which the output of the machine learning model contrasts from clinical experiences or standards of care. Importantly, as new machine learning models continue to advance, so may the opportunities for model output to contrast with clinicians’ expectations or existing care standards. Our findings reveal a need
for researchers to consider how to adapt DST system designs for instances in which the machine learning model output contrasts with existing domain knowledge.

6 DISCUSSION

Through conversations on their expectations for AI support, clinicians revealed a number of critical aspects of the sociotechnical healthcare system that need to be considered in the design of novel decision support tools. Specifically, our work highlights the importance of including patient preferences, recommending clinical processes, understanding system constraints, and engaging with domain knowledge. In the remainder of this section, we discuss how the prototype feedback reveals lessons for how we design AI for healthcare systems and we reflect on the implications of this work for HCI research.

These empirical implications provide concrete implications to the specific context of MDD. We believe the lessons learned from this work may be transferable to healthcare systems and process that share characteristics that were emphasized by the participants in this work: 1) Patients are deeply involved in treatment decisions, 2) Providers have short and infrequent appointments with patients. In particular, we expect these results will be useful for designing ML-embedded DSTs for other primary care decisions. Future work should look at how needs and expectations change for medical specialists, healthcare systems in which patients are unwilling or unable to participate in care decisions, and for patients directly.

6.1 Creating multi-user systems for collaborative decision-making

The clinicians who participated in this study encouraged us to use DSTs to foster greater collaboration with patients. While AI research continues to focus on improving information accuracy for clinicians, modern clinical care aspires toward shared decision-making with patients and clinicians working together to make decisions [12, 39]. Consequently, clinicians’ feedback challenged the idea that AI-driven innovations in healthcare will be single user systems. We expect that designing multi-user systems that engage patients and their healthcare providers may have several benefits. First, such tools can help patients have a greater voice in their healthcare decisions. Health tools that directly interact with patients can help promote patient activation by increasing access to important health information and providing new ways to engage in their health care [55, 61]. Studies have connected increased patient activation to improved healthcare experiences and health outcomes [23]. A recent study also found that including patient-facing DSTs can improve clinicians’ adherence to recommended practices when compared to DSTs that were only clinician-facing [66]. Finally, we believe multi-user systems can support time management during clinical encounters. DST’s will likely be able to communicate healthcare options quickly to patients, and may provide tailored educational materials that are continuously available to patients. Such technological support may address both the time constraints in primary care settings and the cognitive constraints of the patient, who can experience information overload in clinical encounters [34]. Yet, very few studies have looked at creating AI tools for patients [30]. In an initial attempt to promote more inclusion of patients’ preferences, we used interaction to help tailor treatment recommendations. However, we see this as a small step towards a larger problem. In the future, we intend to co-design such systems with patients directly, in order to amplify their voices in their own care decisions.

6.2 Connecting DSTs to Existing Healthcare System Processes

We see a clear need for DSTs to explicitly draw the connections between the model output and actionable next steps. A consistent theme within this study was that clinicians wanted tools that provided actionable interventions, connecting predictions to appropriate clinical processes. Often, these processes involve additional healthcare providers. Thus, decisions in healthcare, such as treatment selection, are not siloed tasks. Rather, these healthcare decisions affect many other aspects of care. For MDD, this meant connecting patients with behavior therapy, pharmacology, and nurses who could follow up with them and track their progress. The ability for some clinicians to connect DST output to existing clinical processes demonstrates the benefit of integrating participatory design methods into DST development workflows.

We also found that clinicians were thoughtful in considering the possible adverse effects of DST predictions. This became clear to clinicians considered the potential effects of stability and dropout predictions. While clinicians saw value in tailoring care for patients with high dropout risk, some clinicians were wary of stability scores. Some clinicians commented that they were unable to identify a clear next step for patients with high stability scores, while others were concerned that these patients would not receive the needed attention. We have seen several examples in recent years of AI predictions leading to biased or unfair behaviors [20, 45]. Engaging clinicians or other target users of AI tools in design fiction methods [44] may be another useful step in the AI design process.

6.3 Designing for Resource Constraints

While explaining black box models is a consistent theme in AI work, we need best practices for adapting the design of DSTs for time-constrained environments. In the case of MDD, and primary care settings more generally, time constraints will consistently need to be considered in the design of any novel health tools. Time constraints have been cited as the most common barrier to the adoption to new decision support tools [14].

Designing for fast-paced, time-constrained work environments has important design implications, particularly in the context of current explainable AI research. In our work, we found that due to time limitations, clinicians wanted to determine their trust in the technology one time, rather than at each decision point. Therefore, clinicians wanted DSTs to display the evidence-based methods used to validate the tool (such as randomized controlled trial results), rather than individual explanations that focus on model features. Prior work has also noted that clinicians wanted ML tools to more closely align with evidence-based medicine methods [64]. In our iterative design, our shift from model features as explanations to tool validation steps helped to better reflect the evidence-based medicine process.
Recent literature in explainable AI has made important progress towards improving transparency of AI models by creating interpretable explanations for the model’s output [67]. These explanations can influence decision-makers understanding of the model and perceived fairness of these tools [15]. However, in high stakes or time critical environments, this process places time and mental burden on users. In the case of primary care our results indicate that explanations for each model prediction would be unusable due to the limited time clinicians have with each patient. Our results therefore align with recent discussions of the potential problems of using explainable AI in clinical settings [52]. However, without the time to review an AI prediction or recommendation in detail, greater responsibility needs to be placed up front to determine when the system is likely to err, and when the tool should perhaps not be shown altogether.

6.4 Adapting decision support for contrasting information

We found that when the DST output did not align with clinical knowledge or guidelines, clinicians were left confused, with most opting to abandon the recommendation. While explanations to support transparency at each decision point were seen as unhelpful in general, more details in the case of surprising predictions were viewed more favorably. In these cases, clinicians requested information about causal factors that would allow them to intervene appropriately. This is notably distinct from the feature-importance explanations we produced in study 1, which included correlated features produced by the model. Prior studies have also found that feature-based explanations were inadequate for helping clinicians identify appropriate interventions [71].

We do not yet have established best practices for dealing with contrasting information, but helping clinicians identify the best way to proceed is critical. Contrasting information in medicine can result in clinical uncertainty and adverse effects for patients [11]. The introduction of AI in clinical settings will likely increase the prevalence of contrasting information, as ML models trained on vast data sets have the promise to uncover nuanced relationships that are not encoded in existing medical training, guidelines, or clinician’s expectations. We see this as an important opportunity for future work to develop best practices for cases in which DST recommendations diverge from domain knowledge, and show why divergence is happening in a way that is both understandable to the user and presents actionable next steps.

Based on our results, we see an opportunity to present on-demand explanations as differentials from existing clinical guidelines. This is consistent with the emerging understanding in the explainable AI community that in human-human discourse explanations are typically contrastive [42, 50]. Rather than providing all evidence in support of a recommendation, such explanations could visualize how and why a machine learning model output is diverging from existing guidelines or expert knowledge. This will require machine learning models to robustly reason with existing mental models of the users. In healthcare, the use of standardized clinical guidelines (e.g., [31, 38] for MDD treatment selection) means that aspects of these mental models are established, encodable, and may therefore be used in both the development of the machine learning models and the design of DST interfaces. Ehsan and Riedl have also suggested that allowing users to voice skepticism in AI models may afford new interactions that encourage users to consider the limitations of the technology [16]. In the context of healthcare decisions, allowing clinicians and patients to voice skepticism and highlight surprising DST outputs may allow the underlying models to adapt as medical guidelines continue to evolve. A critical area for future work is designing tools which allow users to identify contrasting information in time-constrained environments and determine how to best proceed.

7 LIMITATIONS

The application of machine learning in healthcare brings numerous practical, ethical, and legal issues. Here we address one challenge in implementing these tools in the real world—considering the broader healthcare system. In this study we used an iterative design process to guide discussions of clinician expectations. We do not expect that this is the optimal visualization and much work is needed in the area of data visualization to represent both the distributions of ML predictions, as well as the uncertainty within the model. Further, in this study, we focused solely on the perspective of clinicians. While we see this as an important first step, next-step studies should engage with other stakeholders, such as patients, nurses, pharmacists, and therapists.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report on aspects of the healthcare sociotechnical system that should be considered in the design of machine learning decision support tools. Based on co-design studies with primary care providers, we identified four important aspects of the care system that influence how we design decision support tools for real-world use. These factors include patients’ preferences, clinical processes that often include multiple healthcare providers, the constraints of the healthcare system, and existing domain knowledge. We posit that by making these aspects of healthcare central to the design of DSTs, we may develop tools that are capable of supporting the collaborative nature of healthcare, identifying potential adverse events caused by ML predictions, working within time-critical environments, and recognizing conflicting information. We do not expect that the sociotechnical factors discussed here represent the full set of sociotechnical considerations that need to be included in AI design. Rather, we present this as an initial step in a broader research agenda determining how the new wave of intelligent systems must account for the complexity of medical work.
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